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Dear Albert,

Many thanks for your kind letter of 21st August.

I expect you are surprised not to have heard from me since
your return to Cincinnati. The reason for the delay is that I have
been awaiting official approval of a very long letter which I wrote to
Dr. Gjebin concerning the single dose O. P. V.

You will appreciate that policy questions are involved here
by virtue ol the very heavy expenditure in which the Company was
involved in undertaking the P. V. C. tubing experiments over a period
of some three years, and that even with the small amount of detail
which it would be necessary to communicate to Dr. El;an, the
information which would be provided would be invaluable to com-
petitors if this were inadvertently divulged.

I am hoping to get official clearance for the Israel letter
sometime today, but may not have the opportunity of preparing a
redraft, should this be neces sary, prior to my departure for
Portugal and Spain.

In an attempt to resolve once and for all the situation in
Spain, I have decided, in the light of our conversation, to make an
on-the- spot investigation of what in fact has transpired, and to see
what the situation is as regards vaccine control in the Government
Laboratories. Should anything startling come out, I will, of course,
let you know.
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You will remember that we discussed the question of the
price of the Wellcome vaccine, and as I had told you, it is
extremely competitive. I am still awaiting permission from the
Finance Director to give you details, but in passing I can say that
the figures provided in your last letter were in no way alarming as
far as cheapness was concerned.

I am most grateful to you for grvrng me the information vis-
a-vis Venezuela. It is interesting to see how bids and counter bids
are now bringing the sale price of vaccine down to almost non-
economic levels.

While it is not yet for public dissemination, you will, in
the course of the next few days, be seeing an announcement from
WHO acknowledging our contribution of polio vaccine free to the
Organisation to serve as an epidemic reserve for. any part of the
world.

As you will note, this letter is an unofficial communication
and I will be writing to you officially as soon as I get the necessary
clearance. I am just sending this letter so that you will not think
that I have been slow in keeping my promise.

I hope that Amy is at least maintaining the I status quo'
if she is not in fact improving. Please give my love to her.
Debby and your wife.

Kind regards,

Yours sincerely,


